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Abstract 

This project is taken up as India is a farming focused nation and the rate at which water assets are draining is a 

hazardous danger consequently there is a need of brilliant and effective method for watering system. In this venture we have 

executed sensors which distinguish the stickiness in the dirt (rural field) and supply water to the field which has water 

necessity. The task is PIC microcontroller based configuration which controls the water supply and the field to be inundated. 

There are sensors present in every field which are not actuated till water is available on the field. Once the field find and gets 

dry sensors sense. the prerequisite of water in the field and send a sign to the microcontroller. Microcontroller then supply 

plant  water to that specific field which has water necessity till the sensors is deactivated once more. In the event that, when 

there are more than one sign for water prerequisite then the microcontroller will organize the initially got flag and inundate 

the fields in like manner. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

In the quick paced world people require everything to be 

computerized. Our way of life requests everything to be 

remote controlled. Aside from couple of things man has made 

his life robotized. Furthermore, why not ? In the realm of 

development gadgets, life of people ought to be less difficult 

thus to make life more easier and advantageous, A type of 

model of handling watering system offices to help a large 
number of individuals. This model uses sensor innovation with 

microcontroller to make a savvy exchanging gadget . The 

model demonstrates the fundamental exchanging instrument of 

Water engine/pump sensing so as to utilize sensors from any 

piece of field the dampness present in the dirt.. 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

A Remote Measure And system For Greenhouse supported 

Gsm-Sms This paper describes AN application of a wireless 

sensing element network for cheap  wireless controlled 

irrigation answer and real time watching of water content of 

soil supported soil wetness sensors[ 1].  

Gsm based mostly Automatic Irrigation system For 

economical Use Of Resources and Crop coming up with By 

exploitation An golem Mobile 

We study that drip irrigation may be a artificial methodology 

of supply water to the roots of the plant. it's known as micro-

irrigation. In past few years there's a rise during this system. 
The user commutates eith the centralized unit through 

SMS[2]. 

Calibration Of Watermark Soil wetness Sensors For Irrigation 

Management 

We ended that exactness water-saving irrigation automatic 
system by plant physiology is mentioned in [3] Shock, C.C., 

J.M. Barnum, and M. Seddigh.  

Gsm based mostly machine-controlled Irrigation management 

exploitation Raingun Irrigation System 
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In this paper the wireless sensing element network is 

employed for exactness agriculture wherever real time 

knowledge of tormentor management so as to offset the 

adverse conditions. The environmental properties square 

measure perceived and relayed to a central repository [4].   

Automatic Irrigation System On Sensing Soil wetness Content 

By use of this technique Irrigation becomes simple, correct 

and sensible with the thought higher than shared and might be 

enforced in agricultural fields in future to market agriculture to 

next level. The output from wetness sensing element and level 

system plays major role in manufacturing the output[5]. 

Advance technique for soil wetness content based mostly 

automatic motor pumping for agriculture land purpose 

This system was developed and with success enforced together 

with flow sensing element. Salient options of the system are: 

closed-loop system automatic irrigation system, temperature 

and water usage watching. User will simply planned the 

amount of the wetness and is frequently updated concerning 

current worth of all parameters on liquid crystal 

{display|LCD|digital display|alphanumeric display} 

display.[6] 

Overview: 

India  is a creating nation so the assets are restricted and it is 

realize that step by step water interest is rising. In such 

circumstance water sparing is must for future era. Water is a 

typical compound substance that is most fundamental to man 

for survival as it structures a normal of 60% of the human 

body. To spare water in the horticultural field we are going to 

utilize this framework. We are utilizing soil dampness sensor 

to distinguish dampness level in the field . Sudden water 

squandered occurs at whatever time if the farming field is not 

legitimately screen. Henceforth, an observing framework to 

screen the dampness level must be produced and in the end 

ready to alarm the individual in-control or specialist on the 
present status of the rural field. The framework comprises of 

dampness level indicator hardware with GSM module. After 

achieving the dampness level in the agrarian field, a SMS is 

sent through GSM module to the professional in-control for 

further activity so he can control the dampness level. It lessens 

human mediation 

.Work Done 

Working of water level control system: 

 Block Diagram: 

The beneath piece graph demonstrates water level control 

framework utilizing propelled methods. Taking after parts are 
utilized as a part of water level control framework:  

 

 PIC16F877A Microcontroller  

 GSM Modem  

 

 Soil dampness sensor  

 Relay  

 Transformer  

 7805 Voltage Regulator  

 3HP Motor  

 Filter and Rectifier  

A 230V supply is given to the transformer of rating (12-0-12) 

AC. It then given to rectifier which will change over air 

conditioning supply into dc supply which then given to the 

voltage controller of 78** family which will give 5V yield 

voltage which is required to the microcontroller and 12V to 
GSM. Soil dampness sensor gets the sign and after that it is 

transmitted to the microcontroller and through microcontroller 

it's given to the GSM portable.  

 

                            

  Fig 3.1.1 Block diagram of water level control system 

 Stream Chart :  

The stream outline of the Hybrid watering system framework 

with Feedback appeared beneath in which first introduce the 

framework, it will check the two conditions as though 

dampness level is under 10% , this first condition is fulfilled 

and GSM will send SMS "Dampness LEVEL LOW MOTOR 
ON" to the individual in-control's cell telephone lastly engine 

gets on else it goes to check the another condition as dampness 

level is more noteworthy than 90%, as this second condition is 

fulfilled of course GSM will send the SMS "Dampness 

LEVEL HIGH MOTOR OFF" to the individual in-control's 

cellular telephone and engine gets off else it will goes to check 

the main condition. 
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                  Flow Chart   

 

Working 

When we begin the Hybrid Irrigation System, we are able to 

see 2 elements of the the sector .Which area unit seperated by 

float valve for the water flow management .Because these 

float valve pump the water into his such field, if the wet level 

found low then the output of the it's goes to the 

microcontroller and it shows low .Then float valve is begin 

through water motor. however on one explicit field is found to 

be associate low ,it will air  and if each are low then these 2 

are mechanically goes on . within the condition of high level , 
the motor isn't any begin ,because it startsin low  off.The 

whole system is obtaining the facility provide thrugh out the 

star and alternative energy.If battery charged by the star and 

alternative energy ,battrey gets twelvevolt and it'll provides to 

the output of bridge rectifier then this 12 V DC to drive this 

whole dominant circuit. By this manner we have a tendency to 

made associate nice hybrid irrigation  system for fields. 

Through GSM electronic equipment the standing of the sector 

is send to the operator via SMS. 

 

 

 

 

 

PCB Fabrication  

Printed circuit sheets can be created by:  

 Using paints and corrosive oppose inks  

 Screen printing strategy  

 Photographic strategy  

 

In the first place the copper clad sheet is sliced by size. At that 

point it is mechanically and synthetically cleaned utilizing 

more slender.  

Utilizing paints and corrosive oppose inks  

The required printed circuit format is drawn on the cleaned 

PCB utilizing paint. Wax covered eyebrow pencil and stencil 

adjustment liquid can be utilized. Economically accessible 

"DALO" pen in which the corrosive oppose ink is utilized can 

likewise be utilized for drawing the design. Subsequent to 

drying, it is carved in Ferric Chloride arrangement having 

particular gravity of 1.4.With this arrangement, complete 
scratching with the uncovered copper region will be over in 

around 20 minutes.  

Screen printing technique  

This technique is normally utilized for large scale 

manufacturing of PCBs.  

a. Screen readiness  

An epical monofilament nylon material named as belting 

fabric is utilized. For printed circuit sheets, fine work fabric is 

utilized. Economically accessible 300 lattice material is 

suitable. The screen material is consistently extended over a 

wooden casing and stapled. The screen is then cleaned.  

b. Design readiness  

The required PCB design is drawn on a following sheet 

utilizing Indian ink for the real size as it can be utilized as 

positive. Utilizing lith film positive can be acquired through 

photographic procedure. Thelith film is decided for difference. 

Drawing flimsy lines utilizing Indian film is troublesome. So 
utilizing monetarily accessible stickers, The PCB design is 

drawn for *2 of *4 size. It is then decreased to genuine size by 

procedure camera.  

Readiness of light touchy arrangement  

In the wake of setting up the emulsion, fare thee well that they 
are not presented to brilliant light. It ought to be noticed that 

regardless of the fact that appropriately put away, the 

arrangement would last just 3 to 4 days as a photographic 

emulsion. To break down PVA in water, first absorb powder 

water for 60 minutes. At that point warm the arrangement in a 

water shower with steady blending till you get a uniform 

arrangement. Permit to chill off and afterward keep it in a jug 

as a stock arrangement. This arrangement without different 

fixings can be kept for quite a while. Same method is to be 

utilized for dissolving gelatin however it ought to be noticed 

that the arrangement on cooling will harden into a jam 
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structure. The emulsion hence arranged ought to be 

consistently and uniformly covered on the screen. The 

arrangement ought to be leveled out from inside to get a 

smooth notwithstanding covering. The screen in the wake of 

covering ought to be permitted to dry altogether murkiness. At 

the point when the screen is dry, uncover it by placing it in 

firm contact with the positive, giving about ½ moment of rich 

daylight or around 2 minutes of fake light. After presentation, 

wash the screen quickly with icy water shower where PVA 

(208) or silicate is utilized. Till the outline turns out to be 

clear, when PVA(173) or gelatin is utilized, boiling hot water 

ought to be utilized to build up the screen. After the screen is 

produced, smear tenderly from sides with newsprint or 

blotching paper and permitted to dry before use. Five star film 

has a red shading emulsion which has vastly improved 

imperviousness to forceful inks like PVC than it uncovers. The 

film is prepared sharpened on a flimsy 0.002" clear polyester 
base. The film is utilized where sharpness required is high. 

You need to store the film in dull. Cut the film around 1/2" 

greater than the positive on all sides. Put the film in a contact 

box with positive. 

 

 

 

                                 Fig :.PCB Design 

For creating set up an answer of hydrogen peroxide. Place the 

film in a plate with emulsion side up or put over the 

arrangement tenderly taking care that the whole film is 

secured with the arrangement. Rock the plate tenderly, keep 

the film consequently created in the engineer for 1 min, take 

the film out of hydrogen peroxide and place it in warm water. 

Shake consistently till the outline is clear. Tenderly shower 

water to help cleaning of the configuration much quicker. At 
the point when the film is altogether washed, wash under 

frosty water, shower or chill the film. Keep the film with the 

emulsion aspect up that currently feels sticky. Place the 

cleaned screen in position so the wet film sticks to it 

accurately with no air rises all things considered. Apply 

newsprint or smudging paper from inside to ingest water. At 

the point when the film is legitimately followed, permit the 

film to dry in air. At the point when the film is completely dry, 

peel off the sponsorship polyester film delicately. This will 

leave the red emulsion absolutely on the screen. 

ADVANTAGES 

 It reduces erosion and nutrient leach. 

 It will increase the productivity of soil and reduces 

water consumption. 

 It need tiny water supply. 

 It is safest and no hands needed to try to to work. 

 

APPLICATION  

 It is used for agricultural purpose. 

 It is employed in polyhouse. 

 It is employed in public garden. 

 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Automatic pump system employs the employment of various 

technologies in its style, development, and implementation. 

The system used microcontroller to modify the method of 

water pumping in an exceedingly field and has the flexibility 

to notice the wetness level in an exceedingly field, switch 

on/off the pump consequently and send the standing of the 

sphere to the operator by SMS. This analysis has with success 

provided Associate in Nursing improvement on existing 

automatic pumping a water into field by its use of label circuit 

to point the wetness level and use of DC rather than AC power 

thereby eliminating risk of electrocution. 
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